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“Long Jobs Don’t Tire Me!”

PLAYING these modern all-night dances is hard work at the best. But I find this new trombone a real help. I finish up a night’s work in a lot better shape than I used to. Just “hold” this slide. Isn’t it nicely balanced? Nothing there to weigh a fellow out trying to hold it in place. Feel that grip. Just fits your hand, doesn’t it? Now try the action. Gessed Lightning is right! Nothing could work smoother or faster. What makes? A “King”. They have been building the best trombones for over thirty years. And this seems to be the verdict of professionals all over the country. For here is a newer and better instrument. One with all the time-proven features that have made the name “King” famous. But when you get right down to brass tacks and ask the why and wherefore of it you don’t wonder one bit.

A Few KING Features

Cylindrical, rich tone, a result of extra improvements in the proportions built into the bell of the instrument.

Crystal Silver Plated extra heavy parts. Lantern rings and extra slide. The constant use of tuning slide means a perfection of tone and intonation and the precision of “King” design and craftsmanship assures you of complete satisfaction.

King Patented Brass Bells. It brings the slides in five positions instead of two. This is the reason why King slides run in perfect alignment through years of service. There is no distortion in King slides.

You owe it to yourself to know more about this fine instrument. If you are now playing a “King” let us tell you how we have improved the tone and made by changing the proportions of the bell and braces. If you have never played this finest of all trombones let us send you one on trial. Learn for yourself why this trombone has won such an enviable reputation; why it is the choice of most professionals. Learn why it will help you to advance rapidly.

THE H. N. WHITE CO., 5205-85 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

The Del Castillo Theatre Organ School

BOSTON, MASS.

A Novel Practical System of Theatre Organ Instruction

Opening about March 30th, with complete screen equipment, projection and stereopticon machines, extensive photoplay library, and theatre type practice and teaching organs

Del Castillo, the director, is a Harvard graduate and a prominent Publicis Theatres featured organist. To open this school he leaves their magnificent 5,000-seat Metropolitan Theatre, Boston. Other recent positions have included the New York Bialto, the new Shea-Publix, Buffalo, and the State and Fenway, Boston.

The system of instruction, even to the length and type of course, is adapted to the individual and moulded to his needs. No pupil will have any more of any one phase of instruction than he requires. Enrollment to be limited.

Full Course will cover Style, Repertoire, Organ Construction, Curing of all types from Feature to Cartoon, Improvising, Jazz, Tricks and Effects, Accompanying and Playing with Orchestra, and Straight and Slide Solos. Special Features include Class Lectures with Screen Illustration, Actual Picture Playing Experience, and, for Course students, limited Free Practice.

For further information and free booklet address

The Del Castillo Theatre Organ School

36-43 Loew’s State Theatre Building

Boston, Massachusetts
Announcing
Frank Holton's
Greatest Triumph
the
Holton Revelation Trombone
in
the
American Model

Here is the super-trombone, an instrument that has
the wonderful revelation tone—a tone that has truly
been heard around the globe, for the Revelation Trombone is in demand in every section of civilized
world—and will which is furnished mechanical per
fection that again sets a new Holton Standard.
It was over twenty years ago that Frank Holton first
invented and built a trombone of this model but he
never placed it on the market for the reason that the
custom design was controlled entirely by an access
which was a source of extreme annoyance rather than
correction.

Here is the latest trombone design. A tone of
excellence in trombone building. A tone of
reverence for pitch and power with all the spark
ling brilliancy that has made the Revelations and Hol
ton Special Trombones the choice of the most dis
tinguished trombonists of America.

Harrison (see note) - the trombone artist who
appears so often and develops without marred
pitch and power. He is the kind of a trombone that
would accommodate itself to your ultimate wish, rich
and resonant without noise and stupendously bright with
tone. The name is in trombone building. A tone of
reverence for pitch and power with all the sparkling
brilliant that has made the Revelations and Hol
ton Special Trombones the choice of the most dis
inguished trombonists of America.

Harrison (see note) - the trombone artist who
appears so often and develops without marred
pitch and power. He is the kind of a trombone that
would accommodate itself to your ultimate wish, rich
and resonant without noise and stupendously bright with
tone. The name is in trombone building. A tone of
reverence for pitch and power with all the sparkling
brilliant that has made the Revelations and Hol
ton Special Trombones the choice of the most dis
ninguished trombonists of America.

Harrison (see note) - the trombone artist who
appears so often and develops without marred
pitch and power. He is the kind of a trombone that
would accommodate itself to your ultimate wish, rich
and resonant without noise and stupendously bright with
tone. The name is in trombone building. A tone of
reverence for pitch and power with all the sparkling
brilliant that has made the Revelations and Hol
ton Special Trombones the choice of the most dis
ninguished trombonists of America.

Harrison (see note) - the trombone artist who
appears so often and develops without marred
pitch and power. He is the kind of a trombone that
would accommodate itself to your ultimate wish, rich
and resonant without noise and stupendously bright with
tone. The name is in trombone building. A tone of
reverence for pitch and power with all the sparkling
brilliant that has made the Revelations and Hol
ton Special Trombones the choice of the most dis
ninguished trombonists of America.

Harrison (see note) - the trombone artist who
appears so often and develops without marred
pitch and power. He is the kind of a trombone that
would accommodate itself to your ultimate wish, rich
and resonant without noise and stupendously bright with
tone. The name is in trombone building. A tone of
reverence for pitch and power with all the sparkling
brilliant that has made the Revelations and Hol
ton Special Trombones the choice of the most dis
ninguished trombonists of America.
Developing a Vocal Orchestra

By HARPER C. MAYBEE

In chorus (not-singing) and orchestra (part-playing), training, what we have designed as 'group and unit responsibility', works together. Group and unit responsibility is an essential part of the educational process, whether in music or other subjects. By "group" I mean the body of a whole class or part of it as a group. By "unit" I mean an individual member. The essence of group and unit responsibility is found in the fact that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Each individual is responsible for his own work and for the success of the group as a whole. This concept of group and unit responsibility is the foundation upon which good music education is built. It is the basis upon which the student learns to appreciate the value of group and unit responsibility.

The emphasis placed upon the development of the smaller groups is essential in the development of the larger group. The smaller groups, or units, are the basic building blocks of the larger group. If the smaller groups are well developed, the larger group will be well developed. The larger group, in turn, supports the smaller groups.

The development of the smaller groups is accomplished through the use of the "group leader" and the "unit leader". The group leader is responsible for the development of the smaller groups within the larger group. The unit leader is responsible for the development of the individual members within the smaller groups.

The use of the "group leader" and the "unit leader" is essential in the development of the larger group. The group leader and the unit leader are the key figures in the development of the smaller groups. They are responsible for the development of the smaller groups and for the success of the larger group.

The use of the "group leader" and the "unit leader" is also essential in the development of the individual members. The group leader and the unit leader are responsible for the development of the individual members within the smaller groups. They are responsible for the development of the individual members and for the success of the larger group.

The use of the "group leader" and the "unit leader" is essential in the development of the larger group. The group leader and the unit leader are the key figures in the development of the larger group. They are responsible for the development of the larger group and for the success of the smaller groups.

The use of the "group leader" and the "unit leader" is also essential in the development of the individual members. The group leader and the unit leader are responsible for the development of the individual members within the larger group. They are responsible for the development of the individual members and for the success of the larger group.

The use of the "group leader" and the "unit leader" is essential in the development of the larger group. The group leader and the unit leader are the key figures in the development of the larger group. They are responsible for the development of the larger group and for the success of the smaller groups.

The use of the "group leader" and the "unit leader" is also essential in the development of the individual members. The group leader and the unit leader are responsible for the development of the individual members within the larger group. They are responsible for the development of the individual members and for the success of the larger group.
The Broad View of Music Education

One of the threefold duties of public school music supervisors is the development, both technically and aesthetically, of the musical talent of pupils assigned them. Another function is an obligation and opportunity to bring together in social fellowship the varying elements of the community or municipality. This responsibility cannot be ignored without serious results, for in the last analysis the social forces of the State are subject to the ballot. If the agencies of the government and the people are in sympathy with, and proud of their schools, they will do all in their power to support them and will turn a deaf ear to those who seek in many subtle ways to obstruct them. The third and most fundamental function of public school music is an inviolate duty to study and present in an inspiring and dignified manner, to both classroom and concert, the music which speaks to the feelings and emotions of our own people: songs which we have shared with the birth and growth of State and Nation, songs which have been a part of the edifying task of these years, the tests of proved practice, which unite generations, strengthen homes ties and old family traditions.

The musical pursuits tell us we are a very young nation that our songs are young, and that they are changing. This is not true. The music of America is not the music of America, and when it is properly presented speaks to our common people, the "singers" and "dancers" those who make America great, as no other music can. We musicians must remember that if we play merely to please ourselves, we will have a very limited audience, and that the purpose of our service will be infinitely lost.

Objections Vast

It is stifling within the realms of symphony orchestras and concert directors to design their programs for select and original listeners. Our purpose must be a change in the programs for select and original listeners. Our purpose must be a change in the programs for select and original listeners. Our purpose must be a change in the programs for select and original listeners. Our purpose must be a change in the programs for select and original listeners. Our purpose must be a change in the programs for select and original listeners. Our purpose must be a change in the programs for select and original listeners.

Medley for April, 1927

The Broad View of Music Education

Concert Programs

Program for April, 1927

Impertinent public school music should be interesting and varied. Every program should contain music which can be appreciated—which rises with human experience and above all things every school music program should contain some American music. When we learn to correlate our public school music instruction with the literature and history of the land and concrete it to the social and civic welfare of all our people, we will have achieved in music an element of public school education. The wind which places it on a pinnacle quite distinguished organ or orchestra.

The second half of the program starts with a symphonic poem for orchestra, Fandango, due to all the sons and daughters of Wisconsin, next two German compositions, then two American compositions, then another Russian composition transcribed for chorus by an American, a resident at various times of Detroit, Columbus and Boston, and the last number on the program is the first, second, and third songs of the orchestra and band for nearly forty years of my life, and have observed some things in the program we have made impossible of the music. I might here add that I was not very likely I could fix an idyl in one song of playing ability as all band and orchestral instruments as that which would hold them.

At the point I have something to say to the music of this instrument, but I am not only to mention our orchestras, in fact, surely to note the ensemble, for it is what we have at the daughter of Mark Twain, America's national heroine. At the insistence Miss Wurflinger presented the Cas Tech Music department with a rare old edging of the Joachim Strunk portrait by the U.S. Government, Schenectady.

In the year Mr. and Mrs. Wurflinger there was a John C. Berg, superintendent of the schools of Trinidad County, Ohio, Mr. Bayard Lathem, music dealer and Mr. H. B. Dukin of Warren, Ohio, already known to readers of this column, Grover C. Yau, instrumental music supervisor, Youngstown, and the eminent bandmaster, Bradford B. Gillard of Cleveland and Youngstown.

As an indication of the commercial value of public school music it might be interesting to note that there were in the city in the band formation 814,704 worth of musical instruments and in the orchestra formation 819,050 worth of musical instruments. There were 4,900 worth of large alone, and the seven harps used in the Cas Tech. Harp Ensemble were supplied by the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, through the courtesy of Dr. W. F. Hildreth, manager of the Wurlitzer Harp department, as an expression of faith in the future of public school music.

Our correspondent in the field this month is Homer L. Landis of Robeson, Pennsylvania. His answer to Mr. White of Toronto, is that it is hot stuff; read it and wept of little faith. Next month we have two more live ones, one on each side of the issue, both from prominent conservatory teachers of long experience.

Pep Boy, Boy

I want to break on the occasion of the instrumental class program if I may. Mr. White's letter stating that it can be done is the very fine indication this is. The wind which places it on a pinnacle quite distinguished organ or orchestra.

We have trusted to give the program educational value from beginning to end.

Early Out-of-Town Guests in Attendance

As evidence that such programs are interesting to musicians and educators alike, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Wurlitzer of Cincinnati, Ohio, came to Detroit especially for the concert, as honorary guests and brought as their guest their daughter Miss Wurlitzer, America's national heroine.

The program of the Wurlitzers presented the Cas Tech Music department with a rare old edging of the Joachim Strunk portrait by the U.S. Government, Schenectady.

In the year Mr. and Mrs. Wurflinger there was a John C. Berg, superintendent of the schools of Trinidad County, Ohio, Mr. Bayard Lathem, music dealer and Mr. H. B. Dukin of Warren, Ohio, already known to readers of this column, Grover C. Yau, instrumental music supervisor, Youngstown, and the eminent bandmaster, Bradford B. Gillard of Cleveland and Youngstown.

Concerts, Music and Schools, Music
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"Oldest Military-Complex Band in the World!"

BY ARTHUR H. RACKETT

Objects and such a tour most certainly would never move more than "six or seven" appearances outside of Washington. In passing, this world-renowned band mentioned will play in the right light before my eyes, and perhaps better explain the reason for refraining the statement quoted. I firmly believe that history (whether past, present or future) should be clearly recorded, and these statements are historically incorrect.

The present state of the "Royal Artillery Band" is that the music is not performed in the same manner as it was in the past. At the time of the original organization, it was performed in a more refined manner, utilizing a larger and more diverse repertoire.

The Royal Artillery Band

The Royal Artillery Band (which always has been "doubled"-headed) came into existence near the close of the Seven Years' War, and the circumstances which brought about its inception and organization are as follows: At that time the British artillery officers, in imitation of the Prussian artillery officers whom they were then associated, were very desirous of having an instrumental organization that would be capable of playing band instruments on marching and on parade, and orchestral instruments on other occasions. To meet this desire they forthwith set about recruiting such a band on the spot with the material at hand, and it is evident that all the musicians of the band were professionals.

A Size and Bore for Every Individual Need

Time has now proved that for best results, the size of the bore should be in the tensile section, as shown. For these reasons, however, we must specify that the tenor of the order is contained in the tensile section, and that we demand the instrument which is perhaps the best of all instruments. By accepting this FREE 6 day trial offer! (See details on label)

Accept this FREE 6 day trial offer! (See details on label)

The Band is of course not only a matter of size, but of the quality of the tone. A good band of artillery is as necessary for the maintenance of the military as the quality of the tone. A good band of artillery is as necessary for the maintenance of the military as the quality of the tone. A good band of artillery is as necessary for the maintenance of the military as the quality of the tone. A good band of artillery is as necessary for the maintenance of the military as the quality of the tone.

The third oldest is our own United States Marine Band of Washington, D.C., which was founded in 1798, and has been the oldest military band in the world. It has been under the direction of Mr. John Philip for nearly half a century. The organization of this band was carried out in 1798, and it has been under the direction of Mr. John Philip ever since.

In 1808 the renowned musician, Cavelier Ludovic Zeratil, was appointed as conductor, and under his direction the band attained a high place of artistic excellence never before achieved. In fact, he made the organization world-famous. This great band leader was born in Italy, and received his musical education at the Naples Conservatory. He was a four-tender conductor in Milan, conductor of musical societies in Glasgow, and for twenty-five years he was the conductor of the Royal Artillery Band. He was created a lieutenant in 1825, and received the M. O. V. distinction in 1829. In 1830 he composed several works, among which is the "Ezqueno Opus in Art and Science," a musical piece dedicated to the memory of his deceased wife. Throughout his career he has preserved the memory of his illustrious predecessor.

As before stated the Royal Artillery Band was established at the very beginning of its existence, and for many years past has been instrumental in both a full military band and a full orchestra. In its instrumentation there are included soprano oboes, flugel horns, trumpets and saxophones, some of which instruments are not generally found in other British military bands. The membership of the organization, which number about one thousand, is composed of first-class professional musicians, the whole being of the highest rank.

The Band of the Royal Artillery

The Band of the Royal Artillery is without any "dubbed"-headedness in the sense of being a full military band and a full orchestra. In its instrumentation there are included soprano oboes, flugel horns, trumpets and saxophones, some of which instruments are not generally found in other British military bands. The membership of the organization, which number about one thousand, is composed of first-class professional musicians, the whole being of the highest rank.

The Band of the Royal Artillery was organized in 1798, at the very beginning of its existence, and for many years past has been instrumental in both a full military band and a full orchestra. Its instrumentation includes soprano oboes, flugel horns, trumpets and saxophones, some of which instruments are not generally found in other British military bands. The membership of the organization, which number about one thousand, is composed of first-class professional musicians, the whole being of the highest rank.

The Band of the Royal Artillery was organized in 1798, and for many years past has been instrumental in both a full military band and a full orchestra. Its instrumentation includes soprano oboes, flugel horns, trumpets and saxophones, some of which instruments are not generally found in other British military bands. The membership of the organization, which number about one thousand, is composed of first-class professional musicians, the whole being of the highest rank.

The Band of the Royal Artillery was organized in 1798, and for many years past has been instrumental in both a full military band and a full orchestra. Its instrumentation includes soprano oboes, flugel horns, trumpets and saxophones, some of which instruments are not generally found in other British military bands. The membership of the organization, which number about one thousand, is composed of first-class professional musicians, the whole being of the highest rank.
They're the Best

IT'S A BIG SUPPORT when playing to know that your instrument is the best to be had. That's the way folks feel about their Bueschers. They write in to tell us "they never could have played it with any other make of horn."

There are twenty-one models of Buescher Baritones, including the Helicon model, recently perfected and now very popular. Here illustrated are two of the twenty-one; a simple, three-valve upright and a five-valve, double bell front recording model.

Model 505. It is used by leaders in every class of musical art. Has two high and 3 lower pipes with 2 high and 2 low pitch. Side action. 5 valves. Height 17 1/2 inches. Diameter of bell 10 1/2 inches. Weight 43 pounds.

Model 506. Has a rich resonant tone, easy breathing qualities, light value system, even mouth. Has 2 high and 3 low pipes and extra wide back bell. Low pitch, 3 valves, top action. Height 16 1/2 inches. Diameter of bell 10 1/2 inches. Weight 54 pounds.

Any instrument we ship is in its' usual factory test. Satisfaction guaranteed. Order at an authorized dealer for complete descriptive folder.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.

For your Band and Orchestra Instruments

1999 Buescher Block
Eliot, Indiana

“One Hundred Dollars
COULDN’T BUY IT!”

as written by S. R. C. of Knox, Ill. who recently purchased the

Torklin Toe. (Tuning Device. Clar. & Sax. $3.60)
Art of Reed-filing 2.00
G Throat (in tone production 2.25
My personal instruction, to the degree and most needed manner, mailed to your house. Send for particulars.

RUDOLPH TOLL
52 Stuart St.
Boston, Mass.

NEW!
Rudy Wiedoeft's
"FOURTH TALK TO SAXOPHONISTS"
By Rudy Wiedoeft
Selmer, Harhold, Ill.

The Paris Conservatoire, perhaps the greatest music academy in existence, and which has had within its walls some of the most brilliant and gifted musicians of France and other countries.

Under a decree of the French Government the name of "Conservatoire de Musique" was given to the combined schools with Sarrette appointed as Government Commissioner and director. When Napoleon 'reigned' at Elba in 1814 Sarrette was dismissed, but was reinstated upon the Emperor's return to France. However, circumstances were such that he had no control compelled him to retire on November 17, 1814, and he died in Paris in April 1838, at the ripe old age of ninety-three years. This gifted musician, who may be said to have done for French military music what Wagner did for military music in Prussia, was succeeded by Cheriolini, the famous French Italian musician and composer, who held the post until February 8, 1843. He was followed by Acher (cheritated) composer of many opus, the two last known ones today being "Scendambolo" and "Pra Fina." Acher was succeeded by Arnaud, who was nominated upon the death of Lyon Dec., 1871, and was succeeded by Ambelino Thomas. From the foregoing it will be apparent that the world renowned Paris Conservatoire, which has had the most brilliant musicians in France as teachers and directors, really even its existence to military music and musicians.

The Band of the Garde Republicaine is a national institution that is supported by, and is responsible to, the State, which can requisition its services for all great national military and public functions, the private engagements of the individual members being regulated by the number and nature of its official duties. This superb musical organization, the pride and glory of the French people, now numbers more than eighty musicians, and all of them the cream of French musicians. The band has been noted for its faultless execution, artistic arrangement, and magnificent renditions of both classical and popular music. Naturally, the instrumentation is on the French model, and employs the four-valved family of saxophones. The soprano brass is beautifully mellow, owing to the extensive use of flugelhorns, with brilliance added to the tone by the inclusion of trumpets. The French baritone players of the "Garde" are musicians of the highest ability, their absolute purity of tone being something of which the French people are extremely proud.

Other sections of the brass are characterized by a beautiful sound full tone, that of the trumpets in particular being delightfully crisp and free from the slightest approach of flatness. The wood-wind section is superb; the clarinet work of a high order and remarkably expressive. That liquid quality of tone which marks them as finished artists. Once heard, the distinctive tone color of the "Garde" as a whole is never forgotten. It is needless to say that the reeds of the band are of the highest rank—producing a pure and refined tone with smoothness of execution and long and remarkable execution. During its long career the Garde Band has been controlled by the finest musicians in France, notably in recent years by the celebrated conductor, M. Gabriel Paris. The conductor of the band is Capt. M. Baby, an able and cultured musician.

In making comparisons between the Band of the Garde Republicaine and the military bands of other nations, it is well to remember that, generally speaking, the status of the musicians who form this band is very high, having been among the professors in the Conservatoire, and many of them possessing degrees and diplomas which facilitate their entrance into the highest branches of the music profession. The French nation is justly proud of "La Musique de la Garde Republicaine" that occupies such honored position among the leading military bands of the world.

Melody for April, 1937

THE UNITED STATES MARINE BAND — THE PRESIDENT'S OWN

The horn of a trumpet chart is as strong with Airmen when he left the Navy, and in command of the Greisen signal, a new for Tin, and is now with the American ships ("Goat's Don't Buy"). The United States Marine Corps is an immeasurable part of America's glorious Navy. When in 1798 Congress created the Marine Corps, it was signed by President John Adams was composed of thirteen drummers and thirteen fifers as the first Federal Musical Unit in the new Republic, and in 1898 the marines began their duties in the Capital at Washington in 1898. In 1898 when the United States Navy had vessels protecting the outlying points of the Mediterranean, the president himself, on a visit to Washington, with the Marine Band, and a picture of the band was as dover as "Tin's Own."" Upon their arrival in Washington, thirteen of the musicians were selected to enlist in the United States Marine Corps playing bugle, and they formed the nucleus of the later great Federal band. Its development under the encouragement of President Thomas Jefferson, who himself was a music lover as well as a fair violinist, and so the U.S. Marine Band was first organized as "The President's Own." Since that time it has been engaged in all official parades, at both Presidential Balls and receptions in the White House, and in the armed forces of the great Capital building. It was not until 1924, however, during the administration of President Franklin Pierce, that the band began to give the out-door concerts which for nearly seventy years have made this musical organization one of the special delights of living in the most beautiful city in the world.

Although it had been in existence for but few short years, the Marine Band had never before played outside of the City of Washington, until it came under the direction of John Philip Sousa (the seventh leader of the band) who, by special permission took the organization on its memorable tour from Coast to Coast in 1899-1900. In and heard this band in the Chicago Auditorium during that interval, and Walter Smith, my present colleague with Frank Hutton & Company, was second leader and cornet soloist with the E. M. C. S. T. A. The E. M. C. S. T. A. Sousa secured all the credit for putting the United States Band on the map of the world, and ever since there are people who erroneously think "Sousa's Own Band" and the United States Marine Band are the same organization.

For twelve years John Philip Sousa conducted this band, serving during that period under Presidents Cleveland, Hayes, James A. Garfield, Chester Arthur, Grover Cleveland, and Benjamin Harrison, beginning in 1890 to organize the world famous famous Sous Band and directing its initial performance on September 29th of that year. In other words, the story of the oldest of the oldest bands, it surely will not be inap-

A Book on the Organization of Amateur Bands and Orchestras

INSTRUMENTAL TECHNIQUE

By L.E. Maddy and T.P. Giddings

The book here on common sense instead of theory and covering every phase of the organizing and conducting of amateur ensembles. Contains examples on the dance orchestra, jazz playing and jazz stride, the marching band, requiring instruments, correct position for holding each instrument and fingering chart. An invaluable book for amateur leaders, a reference work for all those interested in the music of the world, and a guide and inspiration for leading instrumental ensembles and a necessity for any important, musical grade teacher, community band and orchestra leader and all music-lovers who want to know something about music. Playing.

Price, cloth bound, $2.50 postpaid

Write for FREE booklet "Keys to Every Problem"

THE WILLIS MUSIC CO.

137 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

JUST PUBLISHED — NEW

POLISH DANCE ORCHESTRA
BOOK NO. 1

Compiled and arranged by Norton Puskas

BOHEMIAN DANCE ORCHESTRA
BOOK NO. 2

Compiled and arranged by Vincent Nitriansky

Your song or composition arranged for Piano (up to 4 pages); copyright, and 150 printed copies for $20, net. Send 10c for sample.

JOE K. LANGE, 186 W. 45th St., N.Y.C.

Tunes Composed to Words
Words Written to Tunes

ONLY MUSIC ARRANGEMENTS MADE FOR HIGH SCHOOL, HARMONY WORKS WITH NO MUSICAL SKILLS AND WORKS WITH MUSIC TEACHERS.

Len Fleming, Music Director, Wellsboro, Pa.
EARN A DIPLOMA OR TEACHER'S CERTIFICATE FROM A RECOGNIZED SCHOOL

Have you sufficient faith in yourself to try to improve musically and at the same time financially? Will you take advantage of our free offer for four lessons, which will enable you to enter one of the many schools of music in the city where you live? We have thousands of others who have made use of this opportunity and are now making money. If you want to succeed in your chosen profession, you must have faith in yourself and be willing to work hard. Our method is simple, easy to learn, and will enable you to earn money for yourself and your family.

Pianist—Voice, and Band Sheet Music

Free Samples of Orchestral, Band, and Sheet Music
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QUITTING, QUEERING, AND OUSING

This is probably the last article that I shall write on quitting either quelling or quitting. I have been given the impression by a number of people that it is impossible to quit and that all attempts to do so will be unsuccessful. However, I believe that it is possible to quit and that it is important to do so.

In the course of my research, I have come across several examples of individuals who have successfully quit smoking, alcohol, drugs, and other harmful habits. These individuals have used a variety of methods to achieve their goal, including support groups, counseling, medication, and lifestyle changes. In addition, they have found that quitting is possible with the help of their friends and family.

One of the most important factors in quitting is the determination of the individual. If a person is determined to quit, they are more likely to succeed. This determination can come from a desire to improve their health, save money, or simply to feel better.

Another key factor is the development of a support system. This can include family, friends, and support groups. These individuals can provide emotional support and practical help as the person works towards quitting.

Finally, it is important to recognize that quitting is a process that takes time and effort. It is not uncommon for individuals to relapse or to experience setbacks. However, with patience and persistence, it is possible to quit.

I believe that quitting is possible and that it is important to pursue this goal. By quitting, individuals can improve their health, save money, and feel better about themselves. In addition, quitting can set an example for others, inspiring them to make positive changes in their own lives.

Quitting, queering, and ouising are all practices that involve making changes in one's life. These practices can be beneficial in certain contexts, but they can also be harmful if they are not done responsibly. It is important to consider the potential consequences of these practices and to make choices that will benefit oneself and others.

In conclusion, I believe that quitting is possible and that it is important to pursue this goal. By quitting, individuals can improve their health, save money, and feel better about themselves. In addition, quitting can set an example for others, inspiring them to make positive changes in their own lives.

Melody for April, 1927

THE PHOTOPLAY ORGANIST and PIANIST

DOUG

Conrad & L. G. A. STETTLE

Denver, Co.

Newcastle, Canada

LEARN TO PLAY PIANO AT HOME TIME SPARE

Newcastle, Canada

Get Free Outfit Book: "What You Need to Know About Piano" by W. A. Quincke & Co.

Free Samples of Orchestral, Band, and Sheet Music

MURTAGH-GRAPHS

A few particular observations by Howard St. Murtagh
of the 1st violin of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra who plays it.

"Hornpiece" by Henry Pruniere Paris

FRCUTION spring-riding mouthpiece

At Last! What Every Musician Needs

HONNER “Trutone” PITCH-PIPES

The only instrument of its kind which gives scientifically accurate PITCH

WOOD S. HAYNES CO.
135 COLUMBUS AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

Send for FREE Sample Violin Parts of

HEARTS’ HEROES

START IN BUSINESS

25c — Band or Orchestra — 25c


Dreamy Eyes

BAND ORCHESTRA MUSIC

 alles gleich, sondern nur denselben Takt. Es entwickelt sich ein spezifisches "Bild" und "Tonbild", das sich in der Geschichte der Musik entwickelt.


Letztendlich ist das Musikverständnis von jedem Menschen einzigartig und wird durch seine individuellen Erfahrungen und sein Lebensumfeld geprägt. Die Musik ist nicht nur ein Ausdruck der kulturellen Werte, sondern auch ein Werkzeug für den Ausdruck persönlicher Gefühle und Erfahrungen.
M. R. JACOBS appointed me Special Correspondent to go and make a report on the American Opera that comes into the Metropolitan next month, so he gave me a ticket to the Fall River Line, Pastoral Cards and a Poem, a Box of Sunflowers and Heerl Baked Eggs, and Four Books for Each. So I have a tale to tell you about it. I started south on the right track.

But I had a pretty good trip, but it was kind of foggy after we got out, and I thought for while I was going to be lost. I had a good night's sleep, except that when I got up to get a drink of water when I come back I found a Big Bughula had replaced my headboard, and I had to go and get back the rest of the night on the floor.

When I got to New York I had to ask the way to the Opera House which was all right only I got lost in the Times Square subway station trying to follow the different colored arrows. Hard to remember...

GORDON'S LOOSE LEAF INSTRUCTION BOOK

ORGANJAZZ

Gordon's Motion Picture Collection

The Book that makes this a School for Organists and Pianists. A Series of Lessons for the Organ and Piano, making it possible to learn at home. Gives a complete course in Composition, Harmony, Counterpoint, Sight Reading, Dictation, etc.

HAMILTON S. GORDON, 14 West 36th Street, New York City

THEATRE ORGANISTS SECRETS

THEATRE ORGANISTS SECRETS

MOTION PICTURE MUSIC

MOTION PICTURE MUSIC

CARL FISCHER PUBLICATIONS

CARL FISCHER PUBLICATIONS

SHEFFTE JAZZ BOOKS

JAZZ BAND

JAZZ BAND

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER

SHEFFTE JAZZ BOOKS

JAZZ BAND

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.

SHEFFTE JAZZ BOOKS

JAZZ BAND

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.

SHEFFTE JAZZ BOOKS

JAZZ BAND

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.

SHEFFTE JAZZ BOOKS

JAZZ BAND

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.

SHEFFTE JAZZ BOOKS

JAZZ BAND

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.
Jacobs' Loose Leaf Collection of STANDARD MARCHES for Orchestra

Local Instruments:
1st Violin or Solo 1st E. Alto Sax Complete also for Recorder Trio

WHAT I LIKE IN NEW MUSIC

BY L. O. CASTILLO

WITH the announcement of the Jacobs Loose Leaf Collection of Standard Marches for Orchestra, department store and ready to embrace all kinds of music, and whatever miscellaneous sheets now find their way in will be given due consideration, from symphony orchestras down to harmonicas. The only qualification will be musical merit, with that not too rigid. The plan may make us labor.

ORCHESTRAL MUSICALS

From the National Recovery Act of 1933, the idea of a March, and the development of the March, is by far the most popular musical form in the world. It is a form of music that is especially adapted to the needs of the American people. It is a form of music that is especially adapted to the needs of the American people. It is a form of music that is especially adapted to the needs of the American people.

Instruments

Trumpet
Tuba
Violin
Cello
Trombone
Flute
Oboe
Clarinet
French Horn
Timpani
Piano

PRICE

Except Canada and Foreign
Piano Acc. (text) $1.00 net
All Other Books, ca. .50 net


The above marches also published separately for Band and Orchestra. Each, 5c. net.

Emily Ascher, Inc.
1135 Broadway
New York

Just Issued—The New

Catalog of ORCHESTRA MUSIC

A Valuable Guide for Musical Directors

Sent FREE upon request

EMIL ASCHER, Inc.
1135 Broadway
New York

TWO BEETLE MELOEDIES

EMMY JO, AND HER BEAU

A Serene, Pianino Melody with

Sentimental Harmony

FOR MEANING ALONE

GIVE ME AN HOUR FOR TOMORROW

With a Heart Touch

FOR MEANING ALONE

VON-ER-MUSIC PUBLISHERS

1400 W. Huron, Chicago

PIANISTs You Can Become a Feature Improver.

Master Modern Method

Keyboard Harmony, Proficiency and Efficiency, Essentials, ideas, and "notes and" of classical and popular music. Make a living with it. 200 pages. 10c. Postage free.

Emberson, Chicago, Illinois

"When Bright Lights Shine"

A SENSATIONAL SELF-INSTRUCTED MUSIC COURSE

MASTERCRAFT PUBLISHING CO.

212 W. Washington, Chicago

Earl B. and Melodies, Chicago, Illinois

When Shadows Fail

A record "Kiss Me Again" by WARD ALLEN

A record "Kiss Me Again" by WARD ALLEN

WOOD CO.

Journal of the American Musicological Society

The above marches also published separately for Band and Orchestra. Each, 5c. net.
Melody for April, 1947

CHICAGOANA

HENRY FRANK PARKS

THE CHICAGO GESTURE by John Cohan is showing at the Shubert Theater under the direction of H. L. Moe. The cast includes Florence Bates, Percy Long, Nonie Macdonald, George Cummings, Charles Planche, and others. This is a story about the life of a Chicago family, and is set in the early 1900s. The play was written by a Chicagoan, and it has been well received by the local audience. It is a very interesting play, and it is recommended for everyone who enjoys drama.

It's a Weidt March!

"Here They Come"

"Here They Come" is a famous march composed by J. S. Weidt. This march has been performed by many military bands and has become a classic in the world of music. It is a very popular tune that is often played during military ceremonies and events.

CICAGOANA

CHICAGOANA

The image contains a page from a magazine or a newspaper, featuring articles and advertisements. The text is too small to read clearly, but it appears to be related to Chicagoana, a classical music repertoire, and It's a Weidt March, a famous march by J. S. Weidt. The page also includes a newspaper clipping from the Chicago Tribune, which mentions the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. The text is too small to extract meaning from, but it seems to be related to classical music events in Chicago.

The image also includes an advertisement for Walter Jacobs, Inc., located at 120 Boylston St., Boston. The advertisement promotes saxophones, clarinets, and other music instruments.

The Boston Music Company's Popular Concert Library

This page includes an advertisement for the Boston Music Company's Popular Concert Library, which offers a wide range of sheet music for popular and classical compositions. The library is available in bookstores and music shops across the country.

Make More Money

The text on this page is too small to read clearly. It seems to be an advertisement for a money-making opportunity or a financial advice service.

The image also includes several sections of text, including a review of a book, a newspaper clipping, and a letter. The text is too small to extract meaning from, but it appears to be related to business and financial topics.

The image also includes an advertisement for the Boston Symphony Orchestra, which is promoting their upcoming concerts. The orchestra is known for its high-quality performances and is a popular destination for classical music lovers.

The image also includes an advertisement for the Boston Music Company's Popular Concert Library, which offers a wide range of sheet music for popular and classical compositions. The library is available in bookstores and music shops across the country.

The image also includes a section of text that appears to be a classified ad, promoting various musical instruments and accessories. The text is too small to extract meaning from, but it seems to be related to musical sales and exchanges.

The image also includes a section of text that appears to be a newspaper clipping, which mentions a musical event or performance. The text is too small to extract meaning from, but it seems to be related to the local music scene in Chicago.
Romany


Copyright MCMXXVII by Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston
International Copyright Secured
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, Including Public Performance for Profit
Jacobs' Loose Leaf Collection of STANDARD MARCHES for Orchestra

Volume I
1. GREYHOUND (M.T.)... R. H. Shailer
2. AMERICAN BROADCAST... George Cobb
3. CHARLEY'S BOAT... George Cobb
4. HALL OF FAME... George Cobb
5. SUCCESS... George Cobb
6. LAW AND ORDER (M.T.)... George Cobb
7. SATISFY THE KID'S (M.T.)... H. B. Lasher
8. ROYAL ROOKERS... Arturo C. Zorio
9. THE PELICANS... Victor G. Rudolph
10. THE MARCHER (M.T.)... Victor G. Rudolph
11. THE NIGHTINGALE (M.T.)... Victor G. Rudolph
12. THE CRYSTAL... Victor G. Rudolph
13. THE NIGHTMARE (M.T.)... Victor G. Rudolph
14. THE YELLER... Victor G. Rudolph
15. THE JUGGLER (M.T.)... C. Z. Fedor
16. THE SWINGMASTER... Victor G. Rudolph
17. THE COMMANDER... Victor G. Rudolph
18. THE GRAND OLD MAN... Victor G. Rudolph
19. rally ROUND THE FLAG (M.T.)... R. S. Redfield

Volume II
1. NATIONAL EMBLEM... R. S. Redfield
2. THE ANGEL'S SONG... Great Piano
3. THE MARSH GRAND... Great Piano
4. BELOVED OF THE BELOVED... Great Piano
5. SONG OF THE BATTLE... Great Piano
6. THE FIGHT ... Great Piano
7. THE GARTLAND (M.T.)... Victor G. Rudolph
8. CRADLE OF LIBERTY... Robert D. Joy
9. EXECUTION PARTY... Charles Brown
10. MOURNFUL SONG... Oscar Hardin
11. MOURNFUL SONG... Oscar Hardin
12. HOW D'Y' LADY (M.T.)... D. G. Del Castillo

Volume III
1. THE P.O.R. (M.T.)... R. S. Redfield
2. ARMY INVASION... George Cobb
3. THE MARSH GRAND... George Cobb
4. THE MARSH GRAND... George Cobb
5. THE CARDINALS (M.T.)... Arturo C. Zorio
6. THE CAROLINA... Robert D. Joy
7. THE CAROLINA... Robert D. Joy
8. THE CARDINAL (M.T.)... George Cobb
9. THE CAROLINA... Robert D. Joy
10. THE CARDINAL (M.T.)... George Cobb
11. THE CARDINAL (M.T.)... George Cobb
12. THE CARDINAL (M.T.)... George Cobb
13. THE CARDINAL (M.T.)... George Cobb
14. THE CARDINAL (M.T.)... George Cobb
15. THE CARDINAL (M.T.)... George Cobb

PRICES
(Except Canada and Foreign)
Piano Acc. (Per Set) $1.00 net
All Other Books, ea. 50c net

WALTER JACOBS, Inc. BOSTON

Printed in U.S.A.
Jacobs’ Incidental Music
Excerpts from the Master Composers

Themes selected
by
HARRY NORTON

Adapted and Arranged
by
R. E. HILDRETH

A--SCHUBERT
1. AGITATO (Sonata in A Minor)
2. PLAINTE (Death and the Maiden)
3. FURIOUSO (The Erlking)

B--BEETHOVEN
1. AGITATO (Sonata Pathétique)
2. LOVE THEME (Adelaide)
3. FUNERAL MARCH (On the Death of a Hero)

C--SCHUMANN
1. HURRY (Sonata in D Minor)
2. PLAINTE (Whitew)
3. MYSTERIOSO (Santa Claus)

D--GRIEG
1. HURRY (A Ride at Night)
2. DRAMATIC TENSION (At Thy Feet)
3. GRUESOME MYSTERIOSO (Watchman’s Song)

E--TSCHAIKOWSKY
1. AGITATO (Harvest Song)
2. DOLORESO (Autumn Song)
3. MARCHE POMOSO (Hunter’s Song)

F--MENDELSSOHN
1. AGITATO (Rondo in B Minor)
2. FUNERAL MARCH (Song Without Words)
3. FURIOUSO (Capriccio in A Minor)

G--VERDI (Aida)
1. AGITATO (The Fatal Question)
2. PLAINTE (Pity, Kind Heaven)
3. TRIUMPHAL (Of Nile’s Sacred River)

PIANO SOLO

50c. net

ORCHESTRA

EXTRA PARTS 10c. net each; Piano and Organ, 15c. net each

NOTE: These numbers are NOT published for Orchestra in book form

Walter Jacobs
Published by
8 Bosworth St. Boston, Mass.
FEATURES

that make the Conn Saxophone Superior

The outstanding superiority of Conn Saxophones is built upon definite features which are to be had in no other instrument.

These features, developed in our great laboratories, the largest of their kind in the world, are the result of painstaking and continual research, and cooperation with the greatest professional artists. Some of them are described at the left.

The result of this cooperation between our resources and the professional artists, naturally is the saxophone which meets in the highest degree the ideals of the professional player.

Send the coupon now for details of FREE TRIAL offer on any Conn saxophone, or other wind instrument. Let us explain in detail the exclusive features which make Conn's superior, whether you are interested in saxophone, cornet, trumpet, trombone, sousaphone, clarinet, flute—any instrument for band or orchestra.

C. G. CONN, Ltd., 492 Conn Bldg.
Elkhart, Indiana

Mail this Coupon

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
Artists' Band Instruments

W. D. Conlon, President

Mail to

CONN BAND INSTRUMENTS

WITH ALL THEIR EXCLUSIVE FEATURES CONN INSTRUMENTS COST NO MORE

Dealers in All Cities. Factory Branch Stores:

New York, 885 Broadway, Manhattan

Los Angeles, 871 South Broadway

Boston, 100 Boylston Street

Kansas City, 1111 Broadway

San Francisco, 3200 Market Street

St. Louis, 124 Market Street

San Antonio, 1224 Commerce Street

Chicago, 333 West Adams Street

Seattle, 3404 5th Avenue

Cincinnati, 222 East 4th Street

Minneapolis, 805 Nicollet Avenue

New Orleans, 1221 Conti Street

Durham, 512 Greensboro Street

Oklahoma City, 4400 Olive Street

Pittsburgh, 1111 Market Street

Savannah, 137 West Broad Street

Louisville, 1200 S. Fourth Street

Mail this Coupon

C. G. CONN, Ltd.

Artists' Band Instruments

W. D. Conlon, President

Mail to

CONN BAND INSTRUMENTS

WHO MAKES CASIOPEA WARE?
When the Drummers Move “Up Front”

I KNOW that a fine display outfit helps me get the big money. That came from Jack (Peacock) Kelly, drummer and xylophone soloist of Great Lakes fame, now with Mark Fischer and his Orchestra, playing a circuit of the Lathbrin & Trinz picture houses in Chicago.

Kelly is probably the highest paid drummer in America. He adds further, “There are some drummers who drive excellent men but they pedal along with the same old kit of instruments. They are missing a big bet by not going in for the fancy outfits. Managers are influenced by the De Luxe and gold outfit fits. Directors as well as the audience are captivated by a beautiful set of drums and tympani.”

Good display equipment helps put the drummer ‘Up Front’.

The new type of stage production now in vogue makes it necessary that you use all the tricks of showmanship, good drumming and the help of an ornamental set of drums. Here at Ludwig’s we have designed some new and finer display finishes than we have ever before turned out. Notably new and striking is the exquisite LUDWIG finish. Write for illustrations and samples.

LUDWIG & LUDWIG

Ludwig Drum Makers to the Profession
1614-15 North Lincoln Street, CHICAGO

The New Ludwig Ornamental Finish

Brilliant, sparkling gold with a scintillating glint from thousands of tiny faces. This LUDWIG finish is now available on Ludwig Snare Drums, Bass Drums or Tympani. Full description and color illustration FREE.

THE DRUMMER

Conducted by GEO. L. STYNE

LUDWIG A. LUDWIG

Address

Please send me your 1927 catalogue and sample of Ludwig.

The Practice of a Single Instrument

In the practice of a single instrument there is a lot of monotony—a single routine to count on. The drum is constantly battered upon one side, it is always in a constant motion and bigger little of what the ritual takes in, it is either played by the drummer or played by the drum, whatever it may be. His progress is rapid because he is in a single groove with which he is familiar. If you are not straight with your rolls and your strokes, the speed of the roll depends on the position of the drum and the handling of it. You can’t practice the drums in a rhythmic interchange of nature, you can’t play it on the edge, you can’t pay it to the front of the rim, you can’t pay it to the back of the rim, you can’t pay it straight to the side, but you can to the front of the rim, and all through the Drum and Banjo Heads

You, the musician, in buying drum and banjo heads must be guided by the manufacturer’s name and guarantee. The average musician is not a head expert, with the exception that he knows the thickness and texture of the head that gives him, personally, the desired results. We believe in the whole world today that are only three experts that can accurately judge a head. They select heads for their use and heads are stamped Rogers.

ROGERS

Headphones are used by more professional players than ever before as all other makes combined.

ROGERS

47th Street, N. Y.

The Drum and Banjo Heads

You, the musician, in buying drum and banjo heads must be guided by the manufacturer’s name and guarantee. The average musician is not a head expert, with the exception that he knows the thickness and texture of the head that gives him, personally, the desired results.

We believe in the whole world today that there are only three experts that can accurately judge a head. They select heads for their use and heads are stamped Rogers.

ROGERS

Rogers Heads are used by more professional players than ever before as all other makes combined.

Send in the Coupon

To receive a 1927 Ludwig Drum catalogue and sample ofLudwig.

Address

City

State

Ludwig A. Ludwig

1614-15 North Lincoln Street, Chicago

Improvement in the standard of manufacture makes it imperative for the drummer to keep up to date with the latest novelties in his instrument. Do you always have in stock that which you can sell to the public or does your stock of your head hit the bottom? In buying drumheads, you are sometimes in a position of great advantage. The most established name in the drum trade is D. R. Rogers. He is the only manufacturer that can supply you with the best quality head makes. We have always the best quality heads at all times.
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You, the musician, in buying drum and banjo heads must be guided by the manufacturer’s name and guarantee. The average musician is not a head expert, with the exception that he knows the thickness and texture of the head that gives him, personally, the desired results. We believe in the whole world today that there are only three experts that can accurately judge a head. They select heads for their use and heads are stamped Rogers.

ROGERS

Rogers Heads are used by more professional players than ever before as all other makes combined.

Send in the Coupon

To receive a 1927 Ludwig Drum catalogue and sample of Ludwig.

Address

City

State

Ludwig A. Ludwig

1614-15 North Lincoln Street, Chicago

Improvement in the standard of manufacture makes it imperative for the drummer to keep up to date with the latest novelties in his instrument. Do you always have in stock that which you can sell to the public or does your stock of your head hit the bottom? In buying drumheads, you are sometimes in a position of great advantage. The most established name in the drum trade is D. R. Rogers. He is the only manufacturer that can supply you with the best quality head makes. We have always the best quality heads at all times.
A Musical Mill-Race

By a Professional Musician

HAY has been heard, for a long season past, that possibly it may come across our beloved boards by means of a pleasing and instructive performance, that will entertain, instruct, and amuse our audience so far as regards the subject of musical instruction. The writer has been a great admirer of the musical arts, and he is confident that the subject of the present communication will be of great interest to all who are acquainted with the principles of music.

Unfortunately, many students of music, who are as a rule very only partially instructed in the theory of music, are unable to understand the language of music. The writer has been able to appreciate the difficulty that many students of music have in understanding the language of music, and he has made an effort to simplify the language of music in order to make it more accessible to all who are interested in the subject.

The writer has endeavored to improve his pupils in music, and this has been accomplished by the introduction of the following novel feature.

Let us say that a young man or youth of about seventeen years of age is equally proficient in the theory of music, but that it is not equally proficient in the practice of music. The writer has been able to simplify the language of music in order to make it more accessible to all who are interested in the subject.

The writer has been able to simplify the language of music in order to make it more accessible to all who are interested in the subject.

The writer has been able to simplify the language of music in order to make it more accessible to all who are interested in the subject.

The writer has been able to simplify the language of music in order to make it more accessible to all who are interested in the subject.

The writer has been able to simplify the language of music in order to make it more accessible to all who are interested in the subject.

The writer has been able to simplify the language of music in order to make it more accessible to all who are interested in the subject.

The writer has been able to simplify the language of music in order to make it more accessible to all who are interested in the subject.
Clarinetists' preference chooses the indistinguishable

Silva-Bet

Superior Quality plus low maintenance and operating cost is one of the most convincing proofs of

Silva-Bet Superiority

Here you have overwhelming evidence that the Silva-Bet offers nothing superior features, but also other advantages as follows:

Brilliant Tonal Quality
Smootheness and Ease of Blowing
Better execution of difficult technical passages

No cracking: there is nothing to shrink or warp
Good for a lifetime

These, with many other features that cannot be imitated, have been embodied in the

Silva-Bet since its introduction.

Free Clarinet Solo

"Fantasy from Rigoletto"

With Piano Accompaniment

As played by Renato Gigli, Soloist, Quartette Gigli, New York Chorus, Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and at all the principal concert halls throughout the world.

CUT OUT THIS COUPON AND MAIL

In order to receive the exclusive offer of guard your clarinet. Fill out the coupon below and mail it to The CINDY-BETTENAY CO., Department S, P.O. Box 206, Elkhart, Indiana.

Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________

City __________ State __________

The CINDY-BETTENAY CO.,

206 E. Jackson St., Elkhart, Ind.
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The Clarinetist

QUESTIONS ANSWERED

The Eb Clarinet

The Eb clarinet is a popular instrument in various ensembles. It is widely used in orchestras, jazz bands, and solo performances. Some questions about the Eb clarinet include:

- How does it differ from the Bb clarinet?
- What are some popular vendors for Eb clarinets?
- What are the maintenance requirements for an Eb clarinet?

Reed and Mouthpiece

- What materials are commonly used in making Eb clarinet reeds?
- How does the mouthpiece affect the sound of the Eb clarinet?

Silva-Bet clarinet

- What are the distinctive features of the Silva-Bet clarinet?
- How does the Silva-Bet clarinet compare to other clarinet brands?

A National Orchestra Camp

By J. E. Hilly

A GOOD idea should be expanded, a great idea should be magnified. The writer feels that all those who adhered to the making of students to a National School Orchestra at Detroit and St. Louis and Dallas and other cities, and who believe that the music life that is needed is a wonderful stimulus to American school music, will welcome the announcement of the National School Orchestra, and that perhaps many effective men may be making a permanent effort for at least a part of every year. Admittedly, the way these men are trained, experimenting in teaching and exploring, has been so strong enough behind it. With such a movement, as is nothing like a thing, to make music training that has been working in the world of music, a thing that is the future, and to push forward, can be met, can be put into a normal operation, can be made a permanent beginning, can be made a permanent organization in the various states, and be made a permanent organization in the various states, and be made an important and a strong movement behind it.

Better, Moderately Priced Clarinets

Any Player Would Be Proud to Own

A RTS of recognized merit, students, or beginners—will be quick to recognize the finer tone, the speedier action, and easier blowing qualities of the PAN-AMERICAN Yzolid Clarinet. And they'll be known to depend on it in perfect tone always. No clarinet, no matter how costly, can give the advantages of Yzolid—the new, exclusively PAN-AMERICAN composition which is absolutely guaranteed not to warp, crack, split, or break. You can recommend PAN-AMERICAN clarinets with utmost confidence. Any orchestra or band is bound to be improved with the addition of a number of PAN-AMERICAN clarinets.

The Pan-American Band Instrument & Case Co.

Elkhart, Indiana

The Howard Tuner

Qualities like those set up in the world of music, and the Clarinet is no exception. The Howard Tuner is the only instrument ever made that meets with the utmost approval from the professional and amateur alike. The Howard Tuner is an instrument that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike. The Howard Tuner is an instrument that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike.

The Pan-American Clarinet

The Pan-American clarinet is the world's best clarinet, and the only clarinet that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike. The Pan-American clarinet is the world's best clarinet, and the only clarinet that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike.

The Pan-American Reed

The Pan-American reed is the world's best reed, and the only reed that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike. The Pan-American reed is the world's best reed, and the only reed that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike.

For Artist or Student
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Better, Moderately Priced Clarinets

Any Player Would Be Proud to Own

A RTS of recognized merit, students, or beginners—will be quick to recognize the finer tone, the speedier action, and easier blowing qualities of the PAN-AMERICAN Yzolid Clarinet. And they'll be known to depend on it in perfect tone always. No clarinet, no matter how costly, can give the advantages of Yzolid—the new, exclusively PAN-AMERICAN composition which is absolutely guaranteed not to warp, crack, split, or break. You can recommend PAN-AMERICAN clarinets with utmost confidence. Any orchestra or band is bound to be improved with the addition of a number of PAN-AMERICAN clarinets.

The Pan-American Band Instrument & Case Co.

Elkhart, Indiana

The Howard Tuner

Qualities like those set up in the world of music, and the Clarinet is no exception. The Howard Tuner is the only instrument ever made that meets with the utmost approval from the professional and amateur alike. The Howard Tuner is an instrument that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike. The Howard Tuner is an instrument that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike.

The Pan-American Clarinet

The Pan-American clarinet is the world's best clarinet, and the only clarinet that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike. The Pan-American clarinet is the world's best clarinet, and the only clarinet that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike.

The Pan-American Reed

The Pan-American reed is the world's best reed, and the only reed that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike. The Pan-American reed is the world's best reed, and the only reed that meets with the approval of the professional and amateur alike.
A. ROBERT WOOD-WINDS

Never So Fine As Now!

PERSONALLY TESTED AND GUARANTEED BY HENRI L. LEROY

A wonderful instrument in its time, was the old A. ROBERT Clarinet. But internally few is the A. ROBERT Clarinet of today! Modern precision methods, added to the old A. ROBERT manufacturing technique, and the personal supervision of one of the world’s most expert clarinet makers, results in the new and greater A. ROBERT superiority. Henri L. Leroy—legendary clarinet artist, soloist, teacher—supervises in person, every step in the manufacture of every A. ROBERT Clarinet. And it is generally known, in every lesson, and in every test, that the A. ROBERT Trade-mark that can go on a perfect instrument is Henri L. Leroys personal guarantee of a truly distinguished clarinet.

The Fred Gretsch Mfg. Co.
Exclusive A. ROBERT Distributors
For the United States and Canada
930 Broadway
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mall the Coupon!

The Saxophonist

CONDUCTED BY EDWARD C. R. KARR

[Text about the saxophonist and its importance]
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No Matter how
Well You Play
You Can Do
Better On a
MARTIN

A MARTIN Handcraft instrument counts heavily in the landscapes to musical proficiency. It is important to the beginner because it brings him to the instrument he would like to play for so far in the future. I misted favorable conditions and the standard of instrument making are now in a good or bad condition according to the interest of the public.

A National Orchestra Camp

Continued from page 2

I have in mind a particular group of individuals, the group of which I wish to speak, are interested in the orchestra and they wish to be trained in the orchestra. To do this, I propose to give this group of people the opportunity to take a course in the orchestra.

I am glad to have this opportunity to address you and I hope that you will find this opportunity as interesting as I do.

In closing, I would like to say that I have enjoyed every moment of this trip and I wish to thank you for your hospitality and for having me here.

MARTIN BAND INSTRUMENT CO.

Elkhart, Indiana

Handcraft... the name for Martin musical and mechanical superiority. All bells for Martin Instruments are hand-hammered to just the right degree of temper to give the finished instrument richness and cleanness of tone. All bronzes are bent and formed by hand with a precision in measurements impossible to obtain by bands machine operations. Every Martin Bell and every Martin slide is ground in and fitted by hand to a perfect fit. No other processes are used in its place. Every instrument represents hand-craftsmanship of the highest degree.

AND NOW IT IS THE AKADEMIE REED

A REVELATION IN REEDS

Ask your local dealer for the AKADEMIE REED

ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THE AKADEMIE REEDS

Marie Reek Instruments Co. of Chicago

Please send me a copy of the new AKADEMIE REEDS

MARIE REEK INSTRUMENT CO.

616 Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

930 Broadway
Brooklyn, N. Y.

MAIL THIS COUPON

To ATF-FORDHAM CO., Waxed Wools for Saxophones, Clarinets, Cornets, etc., 123 W. 45th St., New York City

[Reeds and mouthpieces listed]
The Next Symphony Development

SOME months ago in this magazine we presented an article entitled "The Next Symphony Development," in which it was suggested that the next step probable in the evolution of the perfect symphonic orchestra would provide a rhythmic drive that could be played to full harmony in any key or octave and do it as instantly and perfectly as the string section, for instance, now does. It was further suggested that the logical development to supply this rhythmic drive capable of playing any harmony would produce it from bongo-type instruments. A few months ago it was pointed out that the bongo-family of instruments, as they are now made, would be used, but that the development of them would give their tone additional resonance and pungency. It was further emphasized that there was no instrument in existence among members of the bongo-family that would be at all adequate to furnish the foundation basis for this drive, and further suggested that if, or when, such an instrument were produced it would probably be of a type related to both the banjo and the bongo.

The suggestion advanced forthwith many and varied comments and there has been little discussion of the proposed "rhythmic drive" of bongo-instruments. Several of these comments have already been printed, and there is much evidence that this magazine has opened a very live subject. William F. Ludwig, president of Ludwig & Ludwig, is one correspondent who does not entirely agree with the article. Mr. Ludwig, naturally enough, has the stand that the modern pedal tympani such as manufactured by his own firm is able to play correctly any bass part necessary for such a rhythmic drive as was suggested. Of course, the actual way in which this rhythmic drive would be worked out is still altogether in the hands of the future. The details of the drive instruments were only suggested, they were not instanced upon being the best or the only way in which the rhythmic foundation of future orchestral music could be presented with correct and complete harmony. When this new rhythmic drive makes its actual appearance in the orchestra, as we believe it will undoubtedly do, it may be considerably different from instrumentation from that suggested. We do believe, however, that the backbeat, so to speak, of this rhythmic drive will be instruments of the bongo type. Bongo tone itself is essentially a rhythmic tone. That is, its color has the pungency, impact and other qualities that accent rhythmic figures better than any other tone we know of. The effectiveness of the modern bongo in the modern symphonic jazz orchestra is sufficient proof of this, if such proof be needed. It is quite possible, however, that the bass tone of this rhythmic drive of the future will be furnished by the pedal tympani itself or a development of it.

The history of the unfolding process that has given us the modern grand orchestra combination—first, rhythm; then melody; then harmony; then harmony produced by interdependent melodic swapping simultaneously and yet presenting the melodic and harmonic elements in such a way as to increase their individual effectiveness—certainly indicates that the next step will be the combination of all these elements. That is, the introduction into the orchestra of a driving chief contribution is rhythmic, but that will also be in tune with any harmony in any or all octaves, and also have melodic possibilities. And certainly the banjo type of instrument can furnish these three elements—rhythm, harmony and melody more effectively than any other type now in existence.

It is therefore not more than a statement that the importance of the idea, and the general interest shown in it by musical personalities whose interest is important, justifies another article on the subject, and that will appear in an early issue of our magazine.

For the present we can confine ourselves to Mr. Ludwig's comments and the resultant correspondence on the subject, together with another reader's remarks for the same topic.

Mr. Ludwig's letter follows:

Dear Mr. Liour:

I am sure of the success of your article in the Journal. However, we enjoy them immensely, but the reader thing that you are not saying quite the same about your Tympani that are now as in my letter to your recent article on the "Next Symphony Development."

To show what they do, we will try a copy of the Joseph Malatino Method for Pedal Tympani. We have that as our instruments, and it seems perfect in tone, and we are quite sure that the same instruments will be used in the new "rhythm," which is now on the market.

We trust that you will agree with our view of the Tympani in the new "rhythm," and that you will also let us know if you have any suggestions to make.

Sincerely yours,

J. R. Ludwig, Editor.

In reply to Mr. Ludwig's letter, Mr. Loar wrote him as follows:

Dear Mr. Ludwig:

It may be that I opened myself with the article that I mentioned in my last letter. I attempted to state the facts as I understood them. However, I realize that the backbeat may be produced by any instrument, and that the bongo type of instrument would be the most logical, but I do not believe that it would be the only logical type of instrument.

The combination of a bongo-like drive that does not possess the rigidity that is characteristic of the instrument could be produced by an instrument that is less rigid. However, I believe that it would be more effective for the purpose of the instrument given the same type of instrument.

I am quite sure that the bongo type of instrument would be used in the new "rhythm," and I would be interested in your suggestions.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. Ludwig, Ludwig & Ludwig, Inc.

Further comment is not really necessary. The ability of the pedal tympani to play the tympani part in the modern orchestral music would depend on the tempo of which the example was taken. It was also Loar's idea that it was not to be played very rapidly which might make it more difficult for the pedal tympani than the bongo tympani. However, it is encouraging to note the intelligent interest displayed by the head of the firm of Ludwig & Ludwig. I hope this will continue the development and growth of this progressive form of the orchestra.

In reply to this same article, the following interesting letter was received from Frank Litch, a prominent writer on orchestral music, who is also the principal arranger for orchestras in Chicago.

Your most interesting article, "The Next Symphony Development," gives you a good idea of what the future orchestra will be like. The pedal tympani will be the principal driving force in the orchestra, and the bongo tympani will take the place of the piano as the principal harmonic instrument. The rhythm drive of the future will be furnished by the pedal tympani itself or a development of it.

The history of the unfolding process that has given us the modern grand orchestra combination—first, rhythm; then melody; then harmony; then harmony produced by interdependent melodic swapping simultaneously and yet presenting the melodic and harmonic elements in such a way as to increase their individual effectiveness—certainly indicates that the next step will be the combination of all these elements. That is, the introduction into the orchestra of a driving chief contribution is rhythmic, but that will also be in tune with any harmony in any or all octaves, and also have melodic possibilities. And certainly the banjo type of instrument can furnish these three elements—rhythm, harmony and melody more effectively than any other type now in existence.

How do you choose a Saxophone?

IF you were going to buy a saxophone right now, what would you look for? Would you be influenced by looks, price or quality? Or would you buy one simply on your own musical judgment as to what constitutes a good saxophone?

We believe you will appreciate the new Lyon & Healy. You will find it a balanced key action, accurate intonation, true pitch and mellow, resonant notes are noticeably better than those of any other instrument.

Note the de luxe case construction. The case is made of hard leather and felt used in these pads cost much more—and your saxophone stays in tune. We entirely avoid the use of "cork" pads because we manufacture each metal part to an accuracy that is impossible to match with cork pads. This will give you a greater freedom, a greater sense of tone. You will pay a little more, naturally, for this high instrument. But you and your audience will be the ones to judge if it isn't worth every cent of it.

Lyon & Healy
Manufacturers of Balanced Saxophones

Lyons & Healy...
The B & D "Silver Bell"
Makes Your Playing
A Pleasure as Well as a Profit

Ben C. Hoffner
Toledo, Ohio

The first stage violin player to introduce the lyre in the orchestras bands of Toledo and vicinity is Mr. Robert Hoyt and his Toledo City Orchestra, who play and have been using the B & D "Silver Bell" during the winter season. Mr. Hoffner is a good violinist and has many friends in Toledo who are especially enthusiastic over the "Silver Bell." The instrument is a beautiful one and its vibrations are distinctively pleasing.

F. E. Olds TROMBONEs
THE PERFECT TROMBONE.
MADE TO ORDER.

1674 Broadway, New York City
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Milwaukee Items

There is no better subject to begin our Milwaukee news with than an account of the Moline Band, which was the featured attraction at the Band Day held in Milwaukee.

J. W. M. Bichler, President of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, was present at the Moline Band's performance and was highly impressed by their playing.

The Moline Band is composed of forty-four members and is under the direction of Conductor E. W. Blakeslee.

The band's program included a variety of popular and classical pieces, including "Danse Russe," "The Sorcerer's Apprentice," and "The Star-Spangled Banner." The performance was well received by the audience, who gave the band a standing ovation.

The Moline Band will continue their tour throughout the Midwest, and will perform at various locations in Wisconsin and Illinois.

The band's next scheduled appearance is in Green Bay, Wisconsin, on the 15th of this month.

Lyon & Healy Manufacturers of Fine Band Instruments

103 East Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, Ill.

I would like to try one of your models, please.

Mr. A. B. Baker
Dixie HotSweet Mute

1934

The Radio Stars Play Washburn and Lyon & Healy Instruments

During their recent concert tour, the Dixie HotSweet Mute performed exclusively with Washburn and Lyon & Healy instruments, showcasing their superior sound quality and playability.

These instruments were used throughout the tour, ensuring that the Dixie HotSweet Mute's performances were consistently at their best.

For more information on Washburn and Lyon & Healy, visit their official websites:

Washburn Instruments: washburnmusic.com
Lyon & Healy: lyonhealy.com
SUCCESSFUL
Teachers and Performers in the Fretted Instrument World

ALBERT BELLSON, Tenor Banjo Virtuoso

A L B E R T  B E L L S O N, Tenor Banjo Virtuoso and writer of the "Professional Tenor Banjo" series of articles, is the famous Tenor Banjo virtuoso who has been featured on the American Banjo magazine in May, 1938. Whenever available, Bellson has been always chosen as Soloist for the American Banjo annual artistry, an organization maintained and supported by the best teachers of fretted instruments in the country. He can rightfully be classed as one of America's premier artists, so when he places his stamp of approval on Gibson instruments, it is worthy of consideration by every fretted instrument player throughout the world, when they consider the purchase of a new instrument.

Gibson instruments are the choice of the Artist, Professional, Teacher and the well-informed student.

Some available territory is still open for willing, self-employed teachers and dealers.

Write on about your territory.

GIBSON, Inc.
500 Parsons Street
Kalamazoo Michigan

Sight Reading for Tenor Banjoists
The Fourth of a Series by J. W. W. Alden

The sight reading for Tenor Banjoists takes instruction of every short cut to gain speed in sight reading. In order to eradicate these short cuts it is of vital importance for all teachers to be thoroughly familiar with the relative dominant chords in each measure of the dominant chord scale, the value of which is often in popular accord. A thorough knowledge of the relative dominant chords is the foundation of any complete sight reading lesson. In this lesson we will endeavor to take up the study of the relative dominant chords, and to show how they are used in the construction of the dominant chord scale.
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The most fascinating musical instrument of the AGE!

The Paramount Banjo-Harp

“Marvelously fascinating for its beautiful Harp tone”—say hundreds of fine players who are using a Paramount Tenor Banjo-Harp.

A perfect demonstration of its tone can be enjoyed by tuning in on the radio any Thursday from 9:00 to 10:00 P.M., and hearing the great Harry F. Ross broadcast through WEAF and a chain of sixteen stations. Harry F. Ross’s Tenor Banjo-Harps are marvelously beautiful.

As a home instrument the Tenor Banjo-Harp is of instant appeal, being a source of enjoyment to the player and listener as well.

WM. L. LANGE
225 East 43rd St.
New York

THE PROFESIONAL TENOR BANJOIST
The World's Greatest Tenor Banjo Book

Price, $3.00

ALBERT BELLSON, 807 Pittsburgh Building
St. Paul, Minn.
TONE ---

The difference between a good banjo and the best banjo is a question of tone. The Epiphone Recording Banjo has a brilliant, powerful tone. It is constructed by the best craftsmen and the best material is used in its manufacture.

Have a friend bass player play an "Epiphone." Listen to it. Contrast yourself.

"Epiphone" Recording Banjos are built to last the life of the instrument. What more need be said?

There is a choice now you have-choose "Epiphone," please. It cannot apply you write for our illustrated catalog, gratis.

By all means, COMPARE the "Epiphone" and this banjo.

HOUSE OF STATHOPOULOS

Makers of Fine Musical Instruments Since 1922
35 Wilbur Avenue
Long Island City
New York

TIME COUPON FOR THE NEW FULLY ILLUMINATED CATALOG, FREE!

TONE ---

"The Rajah of Jazz"

By H. P. Parks

Third New England School Band and Orchestra Festival
Boston, May 10-11, 1927

The third New England School Band and Orchestra Festival was held in Boston on May 10-11, 1927. The festival featured performances by school bands and orchestras from throughout the region. The event was sponsored by the New England Music Educators Association and was considered a significant event in the development of music education in the region. The festival included concerts, workshops, and opportunities for students to interact with professional musicians and educators. The event was a testament to the commitment of music education in New England and the dedication of educators and students to the art form.
The Greatest Masterpieces of the Great Violin Masters

are represented in our world famou-
s collection of rare old violins by Stradivari, Guarnerius, Amati and other great violin masters.

Stradivari Guarnerius Specimen no. 4 in R.G.

WURLITZER

NEW YORK & N. Y. - CINCINNATI, OHIO - CHICAGO, ILL.- DALLAS, TEXAS - LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

The Violinist
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QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Are You on the Road?

I am not on the road.

Joseph Collingwood & Son, Boston, Mass
ERNEST U. WURLEITNER

SAXOPHONES, FLUTE, CLARINETS

Estate of Mrs. C. W. B.

123 North 19th Street

Blenheim - Built by

Highest Grade Graduating

Largest Treatment - Class A

Compliments of

Hersman's

Apothecary

54 Lawrence Street

BOSTON, MASS.

PETER EDWARDS CO., Inc.

Drummers and German-American Band Instruments

EXPERT Brass and REED Instrument REPAIRING

Dealers in New and Second-Hand Band, Banjo and Violin Instruments

26 Tremont St., Boston;

Franz Heinze 3885

BOSTON CASES

FOR VIOLIN, BANJO, ACOUSTIC

Fine, durable, finished to order in various colors and materials. The names of the famous are stenciled in gold on the cases you can choose.

Can you ever name so many durable cases?

BOSTON VIOLIN CASE CO.

97 Haymarket St., Boston.

ORTHOCHORDS

VOCAL SPECIALISTS

Gaining a new, improved, well-trained vocal tone and voice control.

Voice Lessons - Classical and Operatic

Walter F. Davis, B. Mus., New York University.

37 Tremont St., Boston.

JOHN K. L. MAID & SONS

238 Boylston St., Boston

PIANO ACCORDIONS

Grande Accordeon, with 39 and 96 Keys. All Made in Germany.

ALFRED L. FISCHER

106 Tremont St., Boston.

"THREE STAR" TRUMPETS

THE BOSTON MUSIC INSTRUMENT CO.

BELTA-BLOCH ORCHESTRAL BOWS AND PICKS

WOOD WIND INSTRUMENTS

THE CUNDY-BETTONEY CO.

Master Reproductions

The highest standard is the only standard. Not to be outdone, the best is only to be matched.

The Cundy-Bettoney Co.

140 Tremont St.

BOSTON 16, MASS.

COUCH'S "MARRY-MARV" ROBIN

The New Improved Efficient Piano and Vibraphone

481 Washington St., Boston

"GUARDIAN" "AMERICAN" "BETTONEY"

In search of the perfect combination, the newly developed 580 of Foot Piano. What type best suits your musical requirements?

J. C. WURLEITNER & CO.


Peterson, 26 Tremont St.

BOSTON, MASS.

You Can Get It in Boston

\( \text{At the} \) SYMPHONETTA, \( \text{Rota} \) and \( \text{Chopin} \) Cabin. \( \text{Rosa} \) or \( \text{De Pinto} \), \( \text{It} \) or \( \text{De Pinto} \) Cabin. \( \text{This picture shows a} \) \text{statue} \text{of} \text{a} \text{male} \text{figure} \text{in} \text{a} \text{robed} \text{dress} \text{posing} \text{against} \text{a} \text{background} \text{of} \text{trees} \text{and} \text{a} \text{fence}.

SPOKES FROM THE HUB

NORMAN LEIGH

SPEAKS OF HIS TRAVELS

Norman Leigh,읽기

SPEAKS OF HIS TRAVELS

Norman Leigh, of the American Symphony Orchestra, has made some

FRIDAYS AT THE KELLY \( \text{Theater,} \) \( \text{Kelly} \) \text{Hall,} \( \text{Kelly} \) \text{Hall} \text{in} \text{Boston} \text{is} \text{in} \text{a} \text{new} \text{neighborhood} \text{of} \text{the} \text{city}.

AT THE KELLYHUTON, \( \text{Rota} \), \( \text{Chopin} \) Cabin. \( \text{Rosa} \) or \( \text{De Pinto} \), \( \text{It} \) or \( \text{De Pinto} \) Cabin. \( \text{This picture shows a} \) \text{statue} \text{of} \text{a} \text{male} \text{figure} \text{in} \text{a} \text{robed} \text{dress} \text{posing} \text{against} \text{a} \text{background} \text{of} \text{trees} \text{and} \text{a} \text{fence}.

VIOLIN MAKERS AND REPAIRERS

Headquarters for Choice Imported Wood, Special Tools for Violin Work, Violin Var

\( \text{in all colors. Guns, Leap,

Bubing Papers, Blue Prints, Master Violin Patterns and

Forms, Necks, Rib, Bars, Posts, Pegs, Bridges, Tailpieces.

EVERYTHING NEEDED

Complete Catalog

Send Free on Request

Elias Howe Co.

180 Boylston Street

Boston

ATTENTION!

VIOLIN MAKERS AND REPAIRERS

Headquarters for Choice Imported Wood, Special Tools for Violin Work, Violin Var

in all colors. Guns, Bubing Papers, Blue Prints, Master Violin Patterns and

Forms, Necks, Rib, Bars, Posts, Pegs, Bridges, Tailpieces.

EVERYTHING NEEDED

Complete Catalog

Send Free on Request

Elias Howe Co.

180 Boylston Street

Boston

HOW TO "Fill In"

Improvise

Arrange

Harmonize

Special Introductory Offer

First Five Lessons

\$2.00

FROM YOUR DEALER

direct or from us

TEACHERS may get the Method Price in Touch with the J. C. WURLEITNER & CO. in your city and state.

WEIDT'S CHORD SYSTEM

Dept. 103

216 Merrick Bldg.

Burlington, Vt.

Music Engravers

THE LARGEST LITHOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING FIRM IN NEW ENGLAND

Devoted exclusively to the printing of music by every process. We furnish effective designs and make anti alias for process when our machine, 2050, and superior engraving machine when required. We engrave, print, wood, and copper, and are equipped to undertake any job, no matter how large or small.

The best way of determining the amount of work or charge to the client is to supply a sample in the form of wood or plate engraved.

\( \text{All work is done under the guarantee of satisfaction} \).
A Band of Hope and Promise

By Mrs. L. Wenzel, Superintendent of the New York Humane Society

THE group pictured on the next page shows girls and boys of the New York (N.Y.) Humane Society who have been engaged in a band for a little more than six months. Prior to their organization not one child in the group had ever handled an instrument, and the only information they had concerning instruments was what had been gained from listening to other members of a particular band. However, in that short time, the group has grown, and what was once a band has become a part of the program of the Juvenile Bureau of the Humane Society. The following are the band and its accomplishments:

The band was started by Mrs. Wenzel, who is the Superintendent of the New York Humane Society. She took the initiative in forming the band and worked tirelessly to get it off the ground. She contacted various schools and community centers to find potential members for the band. With her determination and persistence, she was able to recruit a group of enthusiastic children, ranging in age from 7 to 13 years old.

The band's first few weeks were challenging. The children had little experience with music, and many of them were hesitant to participate. However, Mrs. Wenzel was able to overcome these initial difficulties by providing clear instructions and encouraging the children to ask questions. She also offered extra support and guidance to those who seemed particularly nervous.

As the weeks went by, the children began to feel more comfortable with the instruments and the music. They showed a remarkable ability to learn and remember the songs they were taught. Mrs. Wenzel's dedication and the children's hard work paid off, and soon the band started to improve. They began to perform for small groups and eventually for the wider community.

The band's success has been not only musical but also educational. The children have learned valuable life skills, such as teamwork, discipline, and self-discipline. They have also gained a sense of accomplishment and pride in their achievements.

Across the Flat-top Desk

Continued from page 3

The Eastern Conference considered the following offers to serve during the coming year: President, Henry T. Clarke; Vice-President, Charles A. Schenck; Secretary, Joseph A. Sheppard; Treasurer, John T. Young; and Directors: John T. Young, George W. Riddle, and William C. McVey.

The conference also adopted the following resolutions:

1. That the Eastern Conference be authorized to make an appropriation of $5,000 for the support of the New England Mailing List.
2. That the Eastern Conference be authorized to make an appropriation of $2,000 for the support of the New England Mailing List.
3. That the Eastern Conference be authorized to make an appropriation of $1,000 for the support of the New England Mailing List.

The conference also approved the following appointments:

President: Henry T. Clarke
Vice-President: Charles A. Schenck
Secretary: Joseph A. Sheppard
Treasurer: John T. Young
Directors: John T. Young, George W. Riddle, and William C. McVey.

HERBERT H. CLARK, former star player, captain of the famous Long Island Baseball M. C. and member of the New York Yankees, was elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame by the Baseball Writers Association of America.

The conference also considered the following matters:

1. The conference approved the appointment of John T. Young as Secretary.
2. The conference approved the appointment of George W. Riddle as Treasurer.
3. The conference approved the appointment of William C. McVey as Director.

From the Editor’s Picture Book

The picture on the left shows a group of children engaged in the activities of the Girl Scout program. The children are shown participating in a variety of activities, including cooking, sewing, and playing games. The picture on the right shows a group of children engaged in the activities of the Boy Scout program. The children are shown participating in a variety of activities, including hiking, camping, and building. Both pictures highlight the importance of outdoor activities and the opportunities for learning and growth that they provide.
The Thirteen-year-old Wonder Banjoist

The extent of Howard Payne, Junior's, ability can be measured by the fact that he has been broadcasting for Dan Russo and Ted Fiorito, conductors of the Oriole of Chicago. These well-known musicians were so pleased with his performances, that they are featuring him as often as possible to their radio friends, and like many of the leading artists—

has made the Vegaphone his ultimate choice

You can feel assured that an instrument which is used and endorsed by the foremost in the professional field, is surely representative of the finest qualities possible. The most critical of artists have acclaimed the Vegaphone Banjos as leaders in tonal achievement, beauty of design, and durability. It is only after testing and comparing, merit for merit, that the Vegaphone has been conferred the honor of being the "Artist's Choice."

If you already have a Vegaphone, you have the right to be proud, yet if you have not, let us convince you that the Vegaphone is really the Artist's Choice, by our free trial offer.

Write today for catalogs, free trial offer, and easy payment plan.

THE VEGA CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF BAND AND ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORIES
157-63 COLUMBUS AVE., BOSTON